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York Castle area and the Eye of Yorkshire: a gathering of ideas 

 

1 Introduction 

A public event was held on Monday 2 June 2014 in the form of a planning workshop.  It was attended by 

32 people and led by Graham Bell, Director of the North of England Civic Trust, who prepared this report 

as a record of the event and its proposals.  The subject was the future of the area largely occupied by the 

Castle car park but bounded by Clifford’s Tower, York Castle / the Eye of Yorkshire, Tower Street and the 

River Foss.  Appendix 1 is a plan of the study area. 

In preparation for the event, a Facebook group had been established to encourage people to contribute 

their ‘A-Z’ of what they considered significant about the area and stimulate interest in the exercise.  The 

aim was to collect a wide range of histories, memories and uses of the area before the meeting.  This was 

in recognition that not everyone interested would be able to attend the event and that public meetings 

do not suit everyone.  A display of contributions was set up around the room for people at the meeting to 

look at and add to.  Examples shared in advance included: 

A for Robert Aske, who led the radical so-called Pilgrimage of Grace in 1536 and was hung from Cliffords 

Tower in chains until he died, and then left to rot.  It was successful in one respect in establishing the 

Council of the North, an early example of devolution which used Kings Manor as its "parliament" but 

rubber stamped Westminster until it was abolished during the Revolution in the 1640s.’ 

And, 

B for Bike Ride. York World Naked Bike Ride – that sets off from the Eye of Yorkshire.’ 

Discussion was not constrained by a ‘red line’ development site but allowed to roam beyond boundaries 

in recognition that this is a part of the wider city, not a site strictly defined by obvious ownership, physical 

parameters or a specific planning application.  The area the study should encompass was as much up for 

discussion as the content of the study.  The format of the day would have structure and a need to arrive 

at conclusions that could inform a way forward, but otherwise this was a ‘what if’ exercise in which 

participants were free to think outside the normal rules.  It was an opportunity for ordinary people to 

suggest ideas and priorities about somewhere important to them – what York Civic Trust has called a 

‘gathering of ideas’.  What began with thinking about a car park that generates income but otherwise is a 

‘non-place’, by the end of the day had taken a surprising turn – one offering significant public benefit for 

York. 

The exercise was made possible by funding from the Arts and Humanities Research Council. 

2 Chronology 

This exercise shed light on a very long saga. 

Paul Furness, from York's Alternative History, introduced a sense of the site's importance in the 19th 

century in terms of northern radical politics as a place of prosecution, imprisonment and, in some cases, 

execution, including those arrested at the Peterloo Massacre, West Riding Luddites and key figures from 

the Chartist movement. 

Peter Brown of York Civic Trust summarised the chronological development of the area and how Clifford’s 

Tower had lost its moated context, and later how the Male and Female Debtor’s Prisons became York 



Castle and the museum.  Appendix 2 shows a conceptual historical map of the area that was used as a 

base plan to understand the over-layering of historical development of the area, and for participants to 

mark up with their comments.  Bombing in World War Two cleared the site east of Clifford’s Tower after 

which a succession of proposals ebbed and flowed but none materialised, including implementing a 1930s 

plan for a new city hall.  Surface car parking signified ‘development pending’, backed up by a substantial 

brief published in 2008, except that by 2013 developers shifted their interest to out-of-town 

opportunities, throwing the future of the site once more into uncertainty.  York Civic Trust’s response to 

this potential vacuum was to be proactive, collaborating with Leeds University and North of England Civic 

Trust in hosting the workshop to stimulate public interest. 

3 Points of reference 

3.1 Castle Piccadilly Development Brief 

The Castle Piccadilly Development Brief of 2008 was the most relevant benchmark planning document, 

which was an update of a previous one published in 1991.  Though much has changed in the six years 

since its publication (even more so since 1991), it is sets out the current position of the Council on all the 

essential issues guiding development on the car park, and provides the planning criteria against which 

proposals would be assessed: sustainability, policy context, acceptable uses, design and landscape 

parameters, views, ecology and landscape features, archaeology, sustainable transport, car parking and 

highway issues, flood alleviation and drainage, noise, contamination and air quality, safety, security and 

lighting, public art, accessibility and local skills and training opportunities.  The key objectives of the 

development brief, most of which are still valid, are: 

• To create an outstanding development that demonstrates the principles of sustainable 

development in all aspects including its design, construction and use. 

 To ensure the setting of Clifford’s Tower and the Castle precinct is enhanced and the 

important views of these historic buildings are maintained.  

 To secure the enhancement of the public realm with high quality design, detailing and 

materials which respect the existing buildings within the Central Historic Conservation Area.  

 To ensure development is of the highest architectural quality, which respects the scale and 

massing of development in the City Centre.  

 To promote a mixed use development of the highest quality which helps to address the retail 

needs of the city.  

 To consider housing opportunities within the area in accordance with local plan policy.  

 To create a new open and civic space around the Eye of York and Clifford’s Tower, which is of 

the highest quality of design, will enhance the historic character and appearance of the area, 

provide an appropriate setting for Clifford’s Tower and assist in the public’s understanding of 

the Castle Precinct.  

 To provide mixed use development which creates interactive, permeable and interesting 

frontages.  

 To improve the connectivity between the Castle area, Piccadilly and the rest of the City Centre.  

 To maximise the potential of the River Foss in terms of its contribution to the visual amenities 

of the area and public accessibility and as part of a wider river walkway strategy through the 

centre.  

 To ensure the wildlife value of the River Foss is protected and enhanced with the provision of a 

wildlife corridor.  



 To provide development that is viable and helps to deliver wider planning objectives for the 

area e.g. the provision of quality civic and open space, links across the river, riverside paths 

and the relocation of the castle car park. 

The brief is refreshingly clear about the utmost importance of the setting of Clifford’s Tower.  In section 

3.14 it says: 

‘Clifford’s Tower stands as an independent structure on an open “carpet”. The drama of the 

concentric (quatrefoil) form elevated on its mound highlights its political and historical 

significance and asserts its status as a landmark of supreme importance This free-standing 

“object-building” exerts an implied field of influence (radiance) around it. Sites of this nature are 

rare within cities, being reserved for unique buildings exerting dominance of form and purpose. 

Intrusion into the sphere of influence would undermine its significance.’ 

This assessment is translated into policy guidance for development: 

PR1: The Castle Area  

PR1.1 The present dominance of Clifford's Tower must be maintained by retaining an open 

carpet around it and providing space beyond this of an appropriate scale . 

7.3 The historical importance of Clifford's Tower is emphasised in the design of the ‘Castle’ which 

is elevated above all surrounding buildings. Proposals should ensure that this landmark and its 

setting is enhanced by any future development in the area. New development must respect the 

dominance of the Tower, retain its open character and provide space beyond this of an 

appropriate scale.  

PR1.2 A substantial area of public civic and open space must be provided in the Castle area.  

7.4 A substantial level of public and open space will be sought in the re-design of the area. Any 

landscape scheme should aim to facilitate an area for passive leisure and an events/ meeting 

place which is accessible for all. It is envisaged that this would be a lively and well used area with 

activities extending into the evening. It would provide a location for staging city events such as 

festivals, concerts and activities which support the heritage and culture of the city. It is recognised 

that open space provides a valuable contribution to the success of urban regeneration and a well 

designed space would enhance the use and appreciation of this part of the city centre as well as 

its biodiversity value. 

The Eye of Yorkshire is (rightly) somewhat undermined in its symbolism by being described as an 

‘oversized private turning circle’, let down further by the ‘raw’ exposed gable of the Female Debtor’s 

Prison and the dated and diminutive entrance to the museum, which are tackled in: 

PR1.4 The potential to create a new entrance for the castle museum should be taken into 

account in developing proposals for the site.  

7.6 The entrance to the Castle buildings is across the austere open space of the Eye of York. This 

gives the impression of a municipal space that, although accessible, is uninviting to the public. The 

entrance is not easily seen from a distance and it is a destination, not on a through route.  

PR1.5 The design should address the (northern) side wall of the Female Prison.  



7.7 The northern elevation of the female prison was not designed as a frontage elevation and this 

is evident in the poor quality design and materials used. Any proposals for the provision of a new 

entrance to the Castle Museum should be sensitive to the historic importance of this wall. 

PR1.8 Proposals should revitalise and reinforce the amenity and functional value of the Eye of 

York. 

7.12 To achieve this the proposals will have to: be meaningful to people; create an appropriate 

setting for the buildings such that the landscape increases the public status of the complex (both 

locally and nationally); encourage greater human presence within the Eye of York, both passive 

and active and encourage entry into the museum. This should take into account the treatment of 

servicing within this area. 

There was some intense discussion about the validity of the 2008 development brief – had recent 

changes in the property market and planning rendered it out of date?  But as the day progressed, some 

of the analysis of the area and the policies it formulated seemed in tune with the group’s views.  What 

perhaps had changed was the presumption of what to do about new buildings: acute demand for 

residential accommodation in the city has shifted the opportunity/threat from retail and office uses to 

residential, which many people felt could sterilise what should be unequivocally a civic area, continuing 

and thereby celebrating its historical traditions. 

 

3.2 York Central Historic Core Conservation Area Appraisal 

The more recent planning document of relevance is the York Central Historic Core Conservation Area 

Appraisal, and in particular Section 3.3 of Part One on distinctiveness of this part of the city, and Section 

5.7 of Part Two of the Management Strategy.  Part One assesses what makes York, York, and within that, 

in what way this area contributes to the distinctiveness of York.  Relationships are the best way to 

understand this: is this area special or similar to other parts of the city?  How important are the views in 

and out of the area?  Which are most important in this area: the buildings, or the spaces between them, 

or how the two sit together?  How would development of the car park harm or improve those qualities?  

Part Two guides how to apply understanding of these relationships when managing change – approving 

demolition (or loss of trees, features or views), new development or adaptation to existing buildings.  The 

principle is to understand what you’ve got before you change it.  The following quote from Section 5.7.3 

Design provided a useful steer for the day: 

‘Good design emerges from a thorough understanding of the architectural, townscape, historical 

and social context of development, and an open process of dialogue, consultation with the Council 

and the local community.’ 

Apart from this and other points of principle in how to go about the exercise, much of the detail policy of 

the above documents was not referred to at the beginning of the day in order to encourage free 

expression of people’s own understanding of what makes the area special, and then in the afternoon, the 

free exploration their responses and ideas.  As the day progressed, this therefore enabled a valuable 

comparison between the genuine intuitive views that emerged and current official policy. 

Throughout the workshop, participants felt hidden archaeology was the missing ingredient that unified 

and made sense of the area, reuniting now disparate survivors of York’s civic power. 

 



4 Session 1 – Where are we? 

Participants were encouraged to leave their ‘baggage’ at the door – their preconceptions, grievances, etc. 

– and allow the day to be a fresh look at the familiar.  Being taken blindfold to a somewhere regularly 

visited changes how it is experienced; smells or sounds take on new significance; stumbling over 

unforeseen steps or walking into barriers becomes a hazard; colour and visual context become irrelevant 

though the feel of the sun on the face still can give a sense of orientation or the lack of it, enclosure.  The 

risk of a workshop like this is everyone wants to jump straight to what they already conclude is the right 

thing to do.  People sometimes have to ‘unlearn’ some things in order to be open to new knowledge or 

ideas. 

Planning was described as ‘the relationship of change to context’; design was described as ‘the response 

to change within context’.  A development brief is not about picking up the proverbial pencil and 

designing development but rather guiding others about what is acceptable and unacceptable.  This was 

likened to being a fencing contractor: set out the no-go boundaries and whatever happens within ought 

to be acceptable.  A development brief cannot be prescriptive (one solution, no variations allowed) but 

must be permissive (creative opportunity for flair and personality, but complying).  Though this is a 

historic city and a conservation area, it should be possible to guide something that is new that respects 

and sits comfortably alongside that which has mellowed and gained status through age. 

To help people think differently about the familiar, participants were asked to break with convention.  

They were asked to describe the area in terms that included no physical characteristics – for example, 

‘formal, bleak, mysterious, affluent, impersonal, grand, sheltered.’  What kind of place is this?  What 

would you compare it to?  Is it the place to be, a backwater or touristy?  Is it a place in its own right or 

simply second fiddle for something else – Clifford’s Tower’s ‘carpet’ or the service area for the courts?  Is 

it more exciting or unsafe at night-time?  Is it a young people’s place or is there nothing there for them? 

Here is a selection of the participants’ adjectives about what kind of place this is, with similarities grouped 

together and the most common description, underlined: 

 Unloved, Un-belonging, Underwhelming, Shabby 

 Disconnected, Isolated, Dead end, Empty 

 Destination, Powerful, Meaningful, Intriguing, Imposing, Emotional, Rich in histories 

Without exception, all participants said this was a place of huge significance historically, and in the life of 

the city – or at least it should be.  Adjectives were predominantly expressions of disappointment that this 

once pivotal centre of civic power and prestige was disconnected from the rest of the city, and that the 

car park compounded the sense of utility displacing pride and respect.  The term ‘carpet’ used in the 

development brief, normally associated with comfort and refinement, was misleading, whereas a scheme 

of sensitive landscaping would fit that description. 

Participants agreed a priority should be to reconnect the area to the rest of the city.  This should 

include protection and enhancement of views and access.  The car park and roads within the area 

further disconnect the castle group from Clifford’s Tower and their historical setting, which could and 

should be resolved through re-planning the area as an overall co-ordinated plan that re-establishes the 

integrity of the area based on its history, and not just promote redevelopment of the car park as a 

development site. 

Groups also expressed dismay that upon arrival in Tower Street from Castlegate, the usual approach for 

visitors, there is no explanation or interpretation, only a service area and the car park entry signs; it is an 



unrewarding anti-climax, though Clifford’s Tower has such overwhelming presence that visitors persevere 

rather than turning back.  It is not a picture postcard view. 

Other issues were raised to prime the debate: is there a ‘right’ and a ‘wrong’ answer to what to do with 

this area?  If the people gathered for the workshop had met in 1991 when the first development brief 

was being prepared, or met again in another 23 years’ time, how would our opinion of ‘right’ and ‘wrong’ 

be different?  Planning, and therefore development briefs, have to try to think long term.  Can we – are 

we sufficiently objective?  If the current economic climate meant no scheme emerged that fulfilled all 

what we believe to be best for the area, would we be brave enough to wait, rather than compromise?  Is 

there any merit in a temporary scheme – instead of parking, landscaping, pending the ‘right’ scheme 

when the market picks up?  Or is this a ‘civic’ location that is too important to be developed commercially 

or occupied by private business or residents? 

Participants were apprehensive about deferring any action or any temporary schemes, citing over 75 

years of blight as something to end, not extend.  Feelings were that the shift in policy by the Council, 

allied to loss of intent by a developer for a major retail development, meant this was a timely 

opportunity to be proactive after years of waiting in hope for the ‘right’ scheme to be promoted by 

private venture. 

 

5 Session 2 – where do we go from here? 

Discontent focussed on the surface that is the car park, not the openness of the aspect, which was felt to 

be essential to appreciation of the defensive function of Clifford’s Tower, but also the civic setting of the 

castle buildings.  Though it is not obviously evident ‘on the ground’ that the castle buildings and Clifford’s 

Tower became part of a common plan, the 1851 Ordnance Survey plan reveals an awkward logic to their 

relationship, confirming they do form the surviving part of once larger, evolving ensemble. 

Participants felt the theme of power and justice that dictated the historical development of this area is 

lost on visitors and has been erased by the lowest common denominator of the ubiquitous surface car 

park.  It has become stripped of its stories and therefore its role in the city’s life.  What might be 

developed here should be informed by the question why it should be developed here; this is not 

ordinary real estate but a cornerstone that has lifted York to the civic status of a city. 

The fragmented views out to the rear of Piccadilly have long been recognised as being both part of the 

problem and needing to be part of the solution; this was an important aspect of the 1991 and 2008 

development briefs, and the conservation area appraisal.  Some of the marked-up maps show how some 

groups felt one way to overcome the disconnection of the area was to open up new additional 

connections, including a pedestrian and cycle bridge across the River Foss to Piccadilly.  Far from 

introducing development on the car park with the primary purpose of screening Piccadilly, which hides 

rather than deals with a problem, participants advocated development on the Piccadilly side of the Foss 

allied to ‘bookend’ development on the car park, framing each side of the view across to it.  This also 

would address the unfortunate service area to the north east and the gable of the former Female 

Debtor’s Prison.  Whether this picks up the radiating precedent of the Felon’s Prison in form or ground 

treatment is an option, though participants were generally against any form of tokenism.  One group 

contemplated reinstating a building on the site of the former Governor’s House; this is referred to later. 

The relationship of the Castle area to Piccadilly cannot and (participants felt quite strongly about this) 

should not be ignored.  In both townscape and development terms, the fortunes of the two are inter-



related.  Though mindful of the issues of flooding, many felt past development had turned its back on 

the Foss, but this opportunity could reverse that.  As Tower Street / Castle Mills Bridge makes the area 

into something of a cul-de-sac peninsula, concerns about the Castle area being disconnected could be 

countered by creating a new foot/cycle bridge across to Piccadilly, opening up circulation and bringing 

potential benefits for nearby residents and businesses. 

A switch of market demand from commercial to residential was a concern to many participants, especially 

because of the pressure on developers to fully exploit the prestigious location, which would risk 

exceeding the capacity of the site in area and height.  However residential was not totally excluded as 

there was a feeling that some presence overlooking the public areas would help, bringing the benefits of 

mixed use and added security.  Participants felt the setting of Clifford’s Tower was the single most 

important factor determining the extent and form of development, but there were mixed accounts of the 

use of the space and the Tower embankment for festivals, events, concerts and social gatherings.  Some 

felt intimidated when large groups of young people gathered.  Others felt York missed out on the 

opportunity to host major public events with the Tower and castle buildings providing a distinctive visual 

backdrop to enhance performances and help attract audiences and media coverage.  This led to 

discussion about the ground surfaces that could accommodate events but be equally enjoyable in 

everyday use. 

Though development briefs are usually aimed at providing developers with a steer on the planning of 

buildings, a priority of the day was the priority given to open space and its ability to serve different 

functions at different times.  This meant any new buildings were seen as primarily to provide enclosure 

and improve facilities to support events such as visitor welcome and catering. 

The Eye of Yorkshire and the castle buildings posed their own issues and problems.  As long as the Crown 

Court continues to operate, there will be a potential for conflict between increasing public access and 

events and security.  The Eye itself has become, as described in the 2004 development brief, a turning 

circle devoid of symbolism.  Discussion (and the 1851 plan) established that the Eye has not through 

history been one consistent size, so the need is not to ‘reinstate’ it but find a way to ‘reclaim’ it from its 

sole purpose as a traffic island.  Participants did not hold the commemorative tree in any special regard; if 

in the future its removal would free up enhanced use of the castle area, it seemed that would not be 

resisted. 

The castle buildings and the Eye of Yorkshire are inhibited by the Crown Court, whose judicial function 

sits uneasily alongside a museum and a symbolic open space that has been neutered by this 

relationship.  Unless relocation of the court becomes a prospect, management rather than 

development is the only way of resolving this to release more opportunities for public use. 

As the discussion moved towards a concluding overview, the probability of not securing World Heritage 

Site status did not abate belief that York is a city of international significance and profile, and that 

Clifford’s Tower in particular has considerable magnetism for foreign visitors.  Participants were equally 

of the view that the setting of the Tower and castle are far from being of a standard that would stand 

scrutiny alongside the best international comparators.  Quality of thinking and design in improving the 

physical setting of the area would be an essential ingredient in this, but what emerged in discussion 

opened up a much more significant factor. 

Development briefs are normally aimed at developers as a precursor to planning applications, but this 

area is principally in the long-term ownership and management of three organisations with 

complementary aims: City of York Council, York Museums Trust and English Heritage.  All have public 

interest at their heart, all include heritage and visitor management in their core operation, all have 



overlapping stakes in this area in which changes would have advantageous or detrimental impacts on 

them.  It was put to the participants that collaboration between all three in development and 

management of the area would open up potential that could not be achieved without it: improving the 

visitor experience to the Tower and museum, but adding the dimension of events, and by improving 

accessibility and the quality of the environment, increasing visitor numbers.  This also could unlock an 

opportunity for improvements at the museum (especially upgrading the entrance building) and possibly 

at the Tower, given that English Heritage will undergo a transition of management to a new charity for 

properties in its care in 2015. 

The workshop concluded with the clear suggestion that what is needed is not a development brief 

aimed at private developers but a project brief aimed at bringing together the three partners in a 

proposal that would resolve the deficiencies of the area through physical improvement of the car park, 

the Eye, the Foss and other public areas, but also co-ordinate management of this area.  Such 

collaboration would overcome the logistics of hosting major events and yield other benefits.  It would 

be the only way to achieve the potential of a site of truly international standing. 
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Appendix 1 plan of the study area [not to scale], courtesy City of York Council 

 

 

 

  



Appendix 2 York Civic Trust’s conceptual historical plan of the area 

 

  



Appendix 3 The ‘A-Z’ lead-in, a working group and flipchart notes 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Left: The ‘A-Z’ results 

 

 

 

 

Below: One of the working groups 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



Flipchart notes 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



  



Appendix 4 Marked-up maps 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

  



  



Appendix 5 Workshop participants 

 

Graham Bell North of England Civic Trust (workshop leader) 

Helen Graham University of Leeds 

Peter Brown York Civic Trust 

 

Paul Hepworth CTC North Yorkshire 

Janet Hopton York Civic Trust 

Phil Bixby York Environment Forum 

Alison Sinclair York Georgian Society 

Stella-Anne Jackson Castle Area Campaign Group 

Clea Warner English Heritage 

Paul Furness York Alternative History 

Richard Brigham York Past and Present 

Lianne Brigham York Past and Present 

David Millar York Civic Trust 

Liz Morrell Friends of York Walls 

June Hargreaves York Civic Trust 

John A. Ives Conservation Areas Advisory Panel 

Denise Craghill York Green Party 

John Hampshire York Civic Trust 

Chris Cook Local Resident 

Philip Lankester Retired Museum Curator 

Katrina  Foxton Department of Archaeology, University of York 

Malcolm Chase University of Leeds 

David Aspden York Archaeological Trust 

John Yates York Older Peoples Assembly 

Andrew Scott York Civic Trust 

Keith Daggett 

 Michael Woodward York Museums Trust 

Margaret Scott York Civic Trust 

Martin Burgess Northminster 

Peter Addyman York Civic Trust 

Guy Hanson City of York Council 

 

  



Contacts 

    graham.bell@nect.org.uk 

    The Schoolhouse, 12 Trinity Chare, Quayside,    
    Newcastle upon Tyne NE1 3DF 

       
    Tel.: 0191 232 9279 

 

    peterbrown@yorkcivictrust.co.uk 

    Fairfax House, Castlegate, York, North Yorkshire YO1 9RN 

    Tel.: 01904 655543 

 

    h.graham@leeds.ac.uk 

    School of Fine Art, History of Art & Cultural Studies, Old Mining Building, 

    The University of Leeds, Leeds  LS2 9JT 

    Tel.: 0113 343 5260 

 

 

    City of York Council 

    Castle Piccadilly Planning Brief and Conservation Area Character  

    Appraisal  can be downloaded from: 

    http://www.york.gov.uk/downloads/200382/major_developments 

 

 

This exercise was made possible by funding support from: 

 

    The Arts & Humanities Research Council 

    http://www.ahrc.ac.uk 
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